
AN INQUIRY GROUP WITH GAYAN MACHER 

Briefly, the days are divided between mornings of teachings and traditional spiritual 

practice, and contemplative inquiry in the afternoons. Evenings often include 

zikr. Because contemplative inquiry is a unique and powerful feature of this process, we 

have attached Gayan’s description below. 

In this process we sit in a circle and I work one on one with someone in 

the silent presence of the rest of the group. You take a turn when you are 

in touch with your "burning question"  a heart-felt desire to explore or 

understand something more deeply. Sometimes inquiries will be about 

something troubling in your outer or inner life. Inquiry is not always about 

problems, but frequently problems are portals to significant spiritual work.   

Our main purpose in inquiry is not to solve problems but to treat them as 

an invitation for growth or guidance. We want to come close to their 

meaning, and to allow their alchemy to work within us. This requires deep 

self honesty. It also teaches us how to know and understand through 

presence which is vastly more reliable than habitual thinking. 

I want to say a few things about the special value of doing inquiry in a 

group setting. First, the shared experience connects us in true spiritual 

friendship, which is precious and rare. On the surface our situations are 

unique; but as we look further we recognize our underlying unity in our 

deepest questions. Secondly, witnesses who are practicing being present 

provide a powerful "field" of support to the person working. Perhaps most 

importantly, witnesses may benefit as much as the person doing the 

inquiry by observing how guidance functions. Inquiry is not intellectual. It 

is a moment by moment encounter with the truth which unerringly speaks 

to us from within as we learn to listen. Thus, an inquiry group is a 

laboratory for learning something most valuable in our lives  to be in 

intimate contact with the guiding spirit that reveals the direction and 

meaning of our existence.  

These gatherings with Gayan are a subtle and every deepening process of self-

discovery—the most mysterious and awesome revelation you can have. We learn how to 

know ourselves—the art and practice of intimate inner connection. 

The Spirit of Guidance is a plant that grows and blossoms when it meets 

with response and care. . . . When the light of the Spirit of Guidance is 

thrown on any aspect of life, we receive keen insight into it. In the Spirit of 

Guidance one finds a living God active in the heart of every person. 
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